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THE LONG EMERGENCY: THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Emerging as a public health crisis in China, the COVID-19 pandemic caused global economic turmoil 
as lockdowns and movement restrictions were imposed by countries around the world to contain 
the spread of the virus. These mobility restrictions disrupted the global supply chain and led to the 
slowdown of economic activity and widespread recession. 

Like many economies, the Philippines’ future turned from promising at the start of 2020 to bleak and 
uncertain by midyear. The country’s traditional growth drivers such as consumption, remittances and 
services all declined. Ultimately, the Philippines entered a technical recession in the second quarter of 
2020 as the economy contracted by 16.9%, its lowest quarterly growth in decades. The government 
has also struggled in striking a balance between economic health and public health. 

The emergency situation brought upon by the COVID-19 pandemic is likely to persist in the coming 
months, in the absence of an effective vaccine. 



Source: Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA)
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THE CRISIS AS AN OPPORTUNITY: 
PAVING THE WAY FOR SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC GROWTH 
THROUGH LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS

As in the past, crises present opportunities. While Philippine economic growth has been 
traditionally consumption-led, current circumstances create an opportune time to start 
shifting, albeit on a calibrated scale, to a more investment-driven economy. 

During the present period of uncertainty, there is a need to tap into other sectors and 
change the national strategy for sustainable growth through long-term investments. As the 
pandemic forces companies to diversify their supply chains to reduce their over-reliance on 
China, the epicenter of COVID-19, the situation creates an opportunity for the Philippines to 
attract the right foreign investors. With its inherent competitive edge, the Philippines can 
compete from a position of strength in global trade – particularly in manufacturing – and 
strengthen its role in the global supply chain. 



For now, the Philippines cannot return to 
its pre-pandemic normal. Hence, there is 
a need to craft policies and frameworks 
that can attract the right foreign investors 
to the Philippines. Through these 
investments, inclusive growth can be 
attained, thereby creating jobs and 
providing stable incomes to the people as 
the Philippines heads towards a “new 
normal”. 
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